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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce the residual space into the Total Vari-

ability Modeling by assuming that the speaker super-vectors are

not totally contained in a linear subspace of low dimension.

Thus the feature reduction carried out by Probabilistic Princi-

pal Component Analysis(PPCA) leads to information loss in-

cluding information of speaker as well as channel. We add the

residual factor to restore the missing speaker information which

is lost during the PPCA process. To utilize the recovered infor-

mation effectively, we propose two fusion methods that com-

bine the principal components with the residual factor. We com-

pare the fusion results that are obtained with direct scoring and

Support Vector Machines for classification, respectively. The

experiments on NIST SRE 2006 show that the performance can

be improved consistently by involving the residual factor, e.g.

the best result achieves 6% relative improvement on Equal Er-

ror Rate(EER) compared to the baseline system.

Index Terms: speaker verification, total variability, i-vector,

residual space, score combination

1. Introduction
In recent years, many approaches have been tested to improve

performance of the Gaussian Mixture Models based on Uni-

versal Background Model (GMM-UBM) [1]. The most pop-

ular one is Joint Factor Analysis (JFA)[2] which deals with

speaker variabilities and channel/session inconsistencies simul-

taneously.

Recently, [3] proposed a factor analysis-based approach to

speaker verification. Unlike JFA which models inter-speaker

and within-speaker variability separately in a high dimensional

space of super-vectors, total variability modeling consists of

finding a low dimensional subspace of the GMM super-vector

space, named the total variability space that represents both

speaker and channel variability. This new model can be seen

as a PPCA that allows us to project the super-vectors onto the

total variability space.

However, there must be some information loss during the

projection from the super-vector space to the total variability
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space. The lost information can be divided into two parts: speaker-

dependent and channel-dependent. In this paper, we focus on

the effective retrieval of speaker information which is lost in the

feature reduction. Based on the total variability modeling, we

first introduce a residual factor to capture the speaker variability

which does not belong to the total variability space. Then we

consider combining the total factor with the residual factor in

both direct scoring methods and Support Vector Machines.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief

introduction to the total variability modeling (TVM). In section

3, we first introduce the residual space for the TVM and then

explain how to combine the principal and residual information

effectively. We present our experimental configuration and re-

sults in section 4 and the last section draws some conclusions.

2. Total variability background
Total variability modeling outlined by Dehak [3] is based on

conventional GMM-UBM approach, which simultaneously mod-

els the speaker and channel variabilities in only one space. Let

F and C to be the acoustic feature dimension and the total num-

ber of Gaussian mixture components. The GMM super-vector

is a CF -dimensional vector which is formed by concatenating

the means of each mixture component. Given an utterance, the

speaker- and channel- dependent GMM super-vector M is writ-

ten as follows:

M = m+ Tw (1)

where m is speaker- and channel- independent super-vector

representing the center of the full parameter space, usually UBM

super-vector is a good estimate of m, T is a rectangular matrix

of low rank and w is a standard normally distributed random

vector. T and w are commonly referred to as total variability

space and total factor, respectively.

3. Residual factor in total variability
modeling

In the total variability modeling, a super-vector is represented

by a low dimensional total factor w through PPCA projection.

However, there must be some speaker information loss through
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the projection especially when the rank of T is not enough to

capture all the speaker variability. In this section, we consider

adding a residual factor to the total variability model which

means to capture the residual speaker information excluded from

the total factor.

3.1. Extending total variability model with residual factor

First of all, we introduce the residual factor to compensate for

the fact that it may be difficult to find enough training speakers

to estimate T reliably. In this case, the speaker- and channel-

dependent GMM super-vector M is rewritten as:

M = m+ Tw +Dz (2)

where D is a CF × CF diagonal matrix and z is a normally

distributed CF -dimensional random vector. To be consistency

with JFA, we refer to D as residual space and z as the residual

factor.

We split the multi-session training set in two subsets and

use the larger of the two to estimate T and the smaller to es-

timate D. We also decouple the estimation of T and D, as

well as w and z. The detailed estimation of the two spaces is

presented in Figure 1. Firstly, we estimate T using the EM al-

gorithm described in [2], by assuming each training utterance is

spoken by a different speaker. Then we calculate the point esti-

mate of w for each utterance of the residual training set. Thirdly

we centralize the speaker’s Baum-Welch statistics by subtract-

ing m + Tw and pool all of the recordings of each speaker in

the centralized training set regardless of channel effects. Finally

we use these centralized statistics to estimate a diagonal model

D. The assumption here is that channel effects can be averaged

out if enough recordings are available for each speaker.

Larger training
set

smaller tra in in g
s et

Res idual spac e D
es timation us ing

c entralized s tatis tic s

Total variability matrix
T es timation

MAP es timate of total
fac tor for each
utteranc e

Params training
finished. T , D

Figure 1: The flowchart showing the estimation of T and D.

3.2. Fusion based on direct scoring

In this section, we consider how to fuse the information pro-

vided by w and z using direct scoring. We first represent each

speaker by the parameter vector s, where s =
(
wt, zt

)t
. In

[3], the authors proposed the cosine distance scoring in the total

variability space which has been proved highly effective,

Sw(w1,w2) =
wt

1w2

‖w1‖‖w2‖ (3)

In order to utilize the residual factor, we consider two approaches.

The first is to calculate the cosine distance between two residual

factors just as the total factor. That is,

Sz(z1, z2) =
zt
1z2

‖z1‖‖z2‖ (4)

The second is to project the residual factor back to the super-

vector space and use the Kullback-Leibler(KL) distance to mea-

sure the similarity of two residual super-vectors [4],

SKL(z1, z2) = (Dz1)
tΣ−1Ω(Dz2) (5)

where Ω is a CF ×CF diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks

are ωiI , ωi is weight of the i-th component of UBM model

and I is an identity matrix, Σ is a CF × CF super-covariance

matrix whose diagonal blocks are covariance matrices Σi of

mixture component i. Finally, we simply use the linear com-

bination of (3) and (4), or (3) and (5), leading to the following

two equations,

S(s1, s2) = αSw(w1,w2) + (1− α)Sz(z1, z2) (6)

S(s1, s2) = αSw(w1,w2) + (1− α)SKL(z1, z2) (7)

where α ⊂ [0, 1] is the weight parameter.

3.3. Fusion based on SVM

Support Vector Machine(SVM) is a binary classifier which means

to find a separator that maximizes the margin. Kernel functions

used in speaker verification system, such as Generalized Lin-

ear Discriminate Sequence (GLDS) kernel [5], KL kernel [6]

applied in super-vector space, have been proved as effective

as generative models. Recently, [3] presented that the cosine

kernel used in the total variability space achieves good perfor-

mance. The cosine kernel between two vectors is given by:

Kw(w1,w2) =
wt

1w2

‖w1‖‖w2‖ (8)

As mentioned in previous section, we also propose two kernels

to incorporate the residual factor information. The first one is

direct application of cosine kernel in residual factor space,

Kz(z1, z2) =
zt
1z2

‖z1‖‖z2‖ (9)

Second, as defined in (5), we use the KL distance to define the

kernel between two residual super-vectors,

KKL(z1, z2) = (Dz1)
tΣ−1Ω(Dz2) (10)

Because of the closure property of kernel function which shows

that the linear combination of two kernels is also a kernel, we

propose here a linear weighted combination of kernel functions

(8)(9)(10),

K(s1, s2) = βKw(w1,w2) + (1− β)Kz(z1, z2) (11)

K(s1, s2) = βKw(w1,w2) + (1− β)KKL(z1, z2) (12)

where β ⊂ [0, 1] is the weight parameter.
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3.4. Channel compensation

In our new modeling based on total variability, total factors are

extracted regardless of speaker variability and channel variabil-

ity. However, the residual space models the residual speaker

variability which is not captured in the total variability space.

We assume that residual factors are channel-independent. And

therefore, we only need to perform channel compensation in

the total factor space. The channel compensation approach we

adopt in this work is Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) fol-

lowed by Within-Class Covariance Normalization (WCCN) [3]

[7], which was successfully applied in the speaker factor space

in [8].

4. Experiments and results

4.1. Experimental setup

4.1.1. Data set

The results of our experiments are reported on the telephone

condition of NIST 2006 SRE corpus [9], English trials only.

Both train and test conversations have an average duration of

five minutes and there are no cross-gender trials.

4.1.2. Feature extraction

We extract the first 12 Mel frequency cepstrum coefficients to-

gether with a log energy feature using a 25 ms Hamming win-

dow and a 10 ms frame advance. Mean and variance normaliza-

tion is used to remove the linear channel effects. Delta and dou-

ble delta coefficients are then calculated using a 5 frames win-

dow and then we obtain a set of 39-dimensional feature vectors.

We train bi-gauss model to prune out silence and low energy

frames for Speech Activity Detection module. Finally, these

39-dimensional feature vectors are subjected to feature warping

using a 3-second sliding window.

4.1.3. Total variability modeling

First, we train two gender-dependent UBMs with 1024 Gaus-

sian components on NIST SRE 2004 telephone data. In to-

tal, there are 370 recordings for female and 246 recordings for

male. The UBMs are used to collect zero and first order Baum-

welch statistics.

For each gender-dependent system, the total variability space

is trained on Switchboard II Phase 2, Switchboard Cellular Parts

2, SRE04 and SRE05 telephone data including 9766 recordings

from 738 female speakers and 7112 recordings from 514 male

speakers. We make use of those speakers, for which eight or

more recordings are available in the same set, to train LDA pro-

jection matrix of top rank 300 as well as WCCN matrix.

To estimate the gender-dependent residual space, we use

the reserved data set including 1022 utterances from 137 fe-

male speakers and 899 utterances from 98 male speakers. All

the training procedures include seven iterations in the EM algo-

rithm.

4.1.4. Normalization and SVM negative samples

zt-norm is applied in the verification decision phase. We use

200 female and 200 male t-norm models, 500 female and 446

male z-norm utterances, which are derived from NIST SRE

2002, 2004 and 2005 data.

For SVM negative background selection, we make use of a

disjoint dataset from the same corpus as zt-norm . We imple-

ment the SVM training procedure with LIBSVM [10].

4.2. Results

Table 1 gives the traces of the matrices TT t, DDt for the

gender-dependent models according to different dimensions of

the total factor. It is clear that the trace of DDt decreases as

the number of dimensions increases for both gender. With the

growth of the dimension, the total variability space is able to

capture more variabilities in the super-vector space including

both the speaker and channel variability. As a result, there is

substantially smaller variability remaining in the residual space.

Table 1: Total and residual variability in female and male
model.

female male

tr(TT t) tr(DDt) tr(TT t) tr(DDt)

dim=300 1633.5 361.2 2663.9 361.7

dim=400 1668.9 330.7 2669.8 329.8

dim=500 1680.9 308.4 2720.1 306.9

dim=600 1751.9 290.4 2828.8 289.5

Figure 2 shows the value of EER versus the number of

eigenvectors in T . Some insights into this figure can be ob-

tained by analyzing the multiple curves simultaneously. With

the increase of the rank of T , the performance of total fac-

tor increases at the very beginning but decreases slightly at the

end(after dim = 500). However, the performance of residual

factor decreases monotonically and slowly in the whole process.

An explanation here is that after the rank of T is saturated, the

total variability space is prone to capture more channel variabil-

ity than speaker variability which is harmful to speaker verifica-

tion system. Because the total speaker information is a constant

and we ignore the channel effects for the residual space, the

speaker information in the residual factor is reduced.

Considering the performance of the fusion results and Oc-

cam’s razor, we choose rank(T )=500 for further analysis(as in-

dicated by the black dot vertical line in Figure 2. Additionally,

α, β are set to 0.7 according to a small development set.). Ta-

ble 2 and 3 present the EER and minDCF(Minimum value of

Detection Cost Function) of total factor, residual factor and dif-

ferent fusion methods under this condition by using direct scor-

ing and SVM, respectively. Figure 3 shows the Detection Error

Tradeoff(DET) plots according to Table 2 and 3. An impor-

tant remark is that KL distance in residual super-vector space is

more appropriate than the cosine distance in the residual space.

An intuitive explanation here is that KL distance involves the

GMM model to weight the different dimensions and different

components. From the second and the third row of Table 2 and
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Figure 2: EER on the NIST SRE 2006 set corresponding to

different rank of T .

3, it seems that direct scoring is more effective than SVM in the

residual space z and Dz. At last, the best result appears in the

last line of Table 3 which is obtained by the combination of co-

sine kernel on w and KL kernel on Dz for SVM training and

achieves 6% relative improvement on EER compared with the

original system.

Given the fact that SVM scoring seems better for total vari-

ability (the first row in Table 3) and direct scoring better for

residual variability(the third row in Table 2), it is interesting to

try an empirical combination of them which results in 2.68 and

0.015 for EER and minDCF, respectively. The result shows that

this fusion strategy can not improve the performance compared

to that of the last line of Table 3.

Table 2: Comparison of results obtained with and without resid-
ual factor using direct scoring. Rank of T = 500.

EER(%) minDCF

cosine distance on w 3.081 0.0162

cosine distance on z 7.272 0.0309

KL distance on Dz 5.758 0.0243

cosine w+cosine z 3.005 0.0160

cosine w+KL 2.895 0.0151

Table 3: Comparison results obtained with and without residual
factor using SVM classification. Rank of T = 500.

EER(%) minDCF

cosine kernel on w 2.753 0.0155

cosine kernel on z 8.879 0.0358

KL kernel on Dz 7.601 0.0317

cosine w+cosine z 2.708 0.0155

cosine w+KL 2.682 0.0150
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Figure 3: Left panel: Direct scoring results. Right panel: SVM

results. Rank of T = 500.

5. Conclusion
This work addresses the information loss problem in speaker

verification system. We illustrate the fact that the speaker in-

formation originally contained in the high dimensional super-

vector space can not be totally projected onto a much lower

dimensional total variability space. We incorporate a residual

factor in the total variability modeling to capture the residual

variability. According to whether SVM for classification is used

or not, two fusion methods are proposed to combine total factor

with residual factor. Experiments on NIST SRE 2006 data show

that the residual factor improve the performance of the baseline

system consistently by restoring the lost speaker information.
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